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ABSTRACT

Random Early Detection (RED) algorithm a recommended active queue management scheme, that is expected to provide several Internet performance advantages such as minimizing packet loss and router queueing delay, avoiding global synchronization of sources, guaranteeing high link utilization and fairness. But this thesis shows that when the author experiments with RED by introducing services differentiation and investigates how the arrival of high priority UDP traffic can hurt the performance of lower priority TCP traffic when they share the same bottleneck link with one or two classes of service, RED does not minimize the number of dropped packets as expected. Moreover it cannot make acceptable packet-dropping decision, especially, under heavy network load and high delay to provide high throughput and low packet loss rate. Thus the author introduces a new active queue management (AQM) algorithm Based on negative feedback control mechanism. AQM can be simulated by using the network simulator software NS-2. The simulation results show that AAQM (Adaptive Active Queue Management) provides postponing congestion and high link utilization whilst maintaining packet loss.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

When the aggregate demand for a resource (e.g., link bandwidth) exceeds the available capacity of the resource, Internet congestion occurs. Resulting effects from such congestion include long delays in data delivery, wasted resources due to lost or dropped packets, and even possible congestion collapse\(^1\), in which all communication in the entire network ceases.

In order to maintain good network performance, certain mechanisms must be provided to prevent the network from being congested for any significant period of time. Two approaches to handle congestion are congestion control (or recovery) and congestion avoidance. \(^2\) The former is reactive in that congestion control typically comes into play after the network is overloaded, i.e., congestion is detected. The latter is proactive in that congestion avoidance comes into play before the network becomes overloaded, i.e., when congestion is expected. Both approaches are used to denote the term congestion control.

Proposed one mechanism in congestion avoidance strategy\(^3\), will have two components: The network must be able to signal the transport endpoints that congestion is occurring (or about to occur). And the endpoints must have a policy that decreases utilization if this signal is received and increases utilization if the signal is not received.
packet loss is (almost) always due to congestion and if a timeout is (almost) always due to a lost packet, we have a good candidate for the ‘network is congested’ signal. Particularly since this signal is delivered automatically by all existing networks, without special modification (as opposed to \cite{4} which requires a new bit in the packet headers and a modification to all existing gateways to set this bit). The most popular congestion avoidance algorithms in today’s Internet are based on the window mechanism of the \textit{Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)}.

Congestion control includes: \begin{itemize}
\item The design of mechanisms and algorithms to statistically limit the demand-capacity mismatch.
\item Dynamically control traffic sources when such a mismatch occurs\cite{5}. It has been shown that static solutions such as allocating more buffers, providing faster links or faster processors are not effective for congestion control purposes. Current usage of the Internet is dominated by transmission control protocol (TCP) traffic such as remote terminal (e.g., Telnet), FTP, Web traffic, and electronic mail (e.g., SMTP)\cite{6}.
\end{itemize}

However, current Internet congestion control methods are expected to result in unsatisfactory performance, e.g., multiple packet losses and low link utilization, as the number of users and the size of the network increase. Accordingly, many congestion control approaches have been proposed. Network algorithms such as active queue management (AQM), executed by network components such as routers, detect network congestion, packet losses, or incipient congestion, and inform traffic sources (either implicitly or explicitly). In response, source algorithms adjust the source’s data-sending
rate into the network. The basic design issues are what to feedback (network algorithms) and how to react (source algorithms). Lefelhocz et al.\textsuperscript{[7,8]} claim that packet scheduling, buffer management, feedback, and source algorithms (i.e., end-system adjustment) are four necessary and sufficient components for providing better best-effort services. They proposed a general design principle: the network should manage and distribute its resources through packet scheduling and buffer management and give the best possible explicit feedback\textsuperscript{[9]}. In response, the source algorithms should implement the adjustments accordingly. Active queue management (AQM) was briefly introduced as a solution approach for congestion avoidance with a focus on the random early detection (RED) algorithm.

In this paper, I am trying to introduce a new AQM algorithm called AAQM that achieves this objective. The paper is organized as follows: in Chapter 2 we describe TCP. In Chapter 3 current AQMs, pointing out their advantages and drawbacks. In Chapter 4 I am trying to introduce AAQM design. In Chapter 5 I am trying to demonstrate the performance of AAQM. And in last Chapter I will discuss conclusions and future works.
CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

The Internet Protocol (IP) provides an unreliable, connectionless datagram delivery service. IP does not guarantee to deliver correctly an IP datagram at its destination, it just assures a best effort service. The service is based on a connection less design, which means that the delivery of each datagram is treated independently of the other datagrams belonging to the same flow. This simple structure makes IP a very flexible and robust protocol, but the upper layers, such as TCP, have to provide a more reliable service and be able to recover from situations such as packet loss, packets out-of-order, damaged packets or duplicated packets [11].

2.1 Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) guarantees reliable transportation of data and delivery of packets in order and without errors. Moreover it provides congestion control and a fair allocation of network resources. The most important aspects related to the TCP mechanism can be summarized in this way:

Connection-oriented
TCP is connection-oriented because before one application process can begin to send data to another, the two processes must first "handshake" with each other -- that is, they must send some preliminary segments to each other to establish the parameters of the ensuing data transfer. As part of the TCP connection establishment, both sides of the connection will initialize many TCP "state variables".

- **Data Transfer**
  During the data transfer phase, a number of key mechanisms determine TCP's reliability and robustness. These include using sequence numbers for ordering received TCP segments.

- **Error Control**
  Detecting duplicate data, checksums for segment error detection, and acknowledgements and timers for detecting and adjusting to loss or delay.

- **Flow control**
  TCP offers efficient flow control, which means that, when sending acknowledgments back to the source, the receiving TCP process indicates the highest sequence number it can receive without overflowing its internal buffers.

- **Multiplexing**
  TCP's multiplexing means that numerous simultaneous upper-layer conversations can be multiplexed over a single connection.

- **Congestion control**
  Exponential opening of window back to 1/2 of where you were before congestion
2.2 Protocol Operation

Before proceeding we give an overview of the TCP segment format, the setting up of a connection, the actual data transfer and the connection closing.

2.2.1 TCP Segment Structure

All TCP data units that are used to set up a connection, transfer data and tear-down a connection have a standard format, shown in Figure 2.1. All segments are transferred between two TCP entities in the user data field of IP datagrams. The TCP segment format is composed by the header and by the data field of variable length. The normal size of the header is 20 bytes, unless other options are present[12].

![TCP segment format](image)

figure 2-1 TCP segment format
The following fields characterize the TCP header:

- **Source Port** and **Destination Port**: the addresses of the end-points of the logical connection between two application protocols.

- **Sequence Number**: is used to differentiate segments and indicates the first byte in the data field of the segments relative to the start of the complete message. The number is linear so that the first segment sent has a number N and all subsequent segments have sequence numbers that relate to the number of bytes in the user data. For example, using a user data size of 1500 bytes and an initial sequence number 0, the first segment will have sequence number 0 and the next one 1500, the third 3000, etc.

- **Acknowledge Number**: the sequence number of the next byte this end of the connection is waiting for. All earlier bytes have been received successfully.

- **HLEN**: the total length of the TCP header. It indicates the number of 32-bit words it contains.

- **Reserved**: field reserved for future use.

- All TCP segments have the same header format and the validity of selected fields in the segment header is indicated by the setting of bits in the 6-bit **code-field**; if a bit is set (=1) the corresponding field is valid. Multiple bits can be set in a single segment. The 6 flags have the following meaning: URG is used if there are urgent data and in this case the **Urgent pointer** points to the urgent data; ACK contains a
valid number if it is an ACK packet; PSH is set to 1 when the sender wants to use the
PUSH command; RST is used to reset the connection without a precise teardown;
SYN is the synchronize flag essential for the connection set-up and FIN is used in
the connection tear-down. Their use is explained later in this section.

- **Window**: specifies the Receiver Advertised Window (rwnd), which means the
  number of data bytes that the receiver is prepared to accept beyond the sequence
  number indicated in the acknowledgment number field (The maximum value is
  65,535 bytes).

- **Checksum**: CRC calculated adding to the TCP header the IP address of the source
  and of the destination.

- **Options and Padding**: used to fill the header and to specify some options such as
  the MSS value in SYN segment (the default is 536 bytes till a maximum of 65535
  bytes), the window's scale that defines the measure unit for the window length
  specified in Window (the default is 1 byte) and the timestamp value, explained later.

### 2.2.2 Connection Establishment

TCP is oriented to the transmission of a continuous stream of octets and converts the
data flow in segments suitable for transmission through IP. The application passes the
data to a TCP buffer and TCP builds segments out of them and transmits them. The
segment size is limited by the Maximum Segment Size (MSS). TCP is a
connection-oriented protocol: before end-nodes can exchange data, it is necessary to establish a connection between them[13]. In order to avoid any ambiguity with the initial sequence number setting at both sides of a connection, each side informs the other of the initial sequence number it proposes to use.

The connection establishment is realized through the three-way handshake mechanism, as shown in Figure 2.2. In this phase the two hosts negotiate the MSS of the connection. The requesting end sends an initial sequence number to the receiver using a SYN chronized packet (flag SYN=1). The remote host first stores the sequence number setting for the incoming direction, then it answers with an SYN/ACK message to acknowledge the sender’s initial sequence number and to communicate its initial sequence number. Finally the initiating side responds with an ACK to the remote host’s sequence number. The connection is now established.

![Figure 2.2 TCP three-way handshake](image)
2.2.3 Data Transfer and Error Recovery

The error and flow control functions are the main procedures associated with the data transfer. They are employed with the intent to ensure that all the segments are successfully sent and acknowledged by the receiver and finally guarantee the reliable delivery of data.

TCP implements error control functions based on the go-back mechanism of retransmission. If the data have not been received within the timeout the segment has to be retransmitted. TCP assigns an exclusive sequence number for each octet transmitted and in the TCP header of each segment there is the number of the first octet of that segment. The receiver sends an acknowledgment (ACK) upon reception of a segment. The acknowledgments are cumulative: an ACK confirms all the bytes up to the given sequence number. In the ACK the sequence number of the next expected octet is carried. The sequence number is used to reconstruct the order of the segments received. Errors can be discovered thanks to the checksum.

TCP has a significant property of self-clocking, in the equilibrium state, each arriving ACK triggers a transmission of a new segment. Generally, TCP does not acknowledge a received segment immediately, but waits for a certain time in order to reduce the traffic on the link. In fact, if a data segment is sent during this time, the acknowledgment is piggy-backed into it [14]. If there are no packets out-of-order, no errors, no duplicate packets, all the data are acknowledged, buffered at the receiver and then
delivered to the upper layer. Otherwise, if the TCP host receives duplicate packets or out-of-order segments it does not acknowledge new data, but immediately sends an ACK segment that acknowledges the highest sequence number correctly received so far. This means that in these cases the sender may receive *duplicate acknowledgments* (DUPACK), which acknowledges the same segment as the previous ACK. When the first DUPACK is received TCP waits to retransmit the packets not yet acknowledged and when the three DUPACKs are received the Fast Retransmit algorithm is triggered. We will explain it later.

In combination with the retransmission timer (RTO), on the sender side, ACKs provide reliable data delivery. A lost packet is generally indicated by the expiration of the RTO or the receipt of a duplicate acknowledgment.

To prevent a fast sender from overflowing a slow receiver, TCP uses the *Flow Control*, based on the principle of the *sliding window* mechanism. The receiver specifies the dimension of the *Receiver Advertised Window* (rwnd) in each data it sent to the opposite end, as an indication of the amount of data it is able to receive. An arriving ACK allows more data to be transmitted by advancing the sliding window to the right. When the total size of outstanding segments, segments in flight (FlightSize), fills up the receiver advertised window, the transmission of data is stopped until the sliding window advances or a larger receiver window is advertised. Specifying a *rwnd* of zero bytes is possible and can be used to force the sender into the persist mode. In this state the connection is still alive, but the transmission of new data is blocked.

Finally, to achieve Multiplexing communication, TCP allows the use of multiple ports
within a single host. A socket is defined as the couple port or address host and network address. A pair of sockets identifies unambiguously every connection, thus a single socket can be active simultaneously in several connections.

### 2.2.4 Connection Termination

When the communication is complete the connection is closed and the resources are released. The connection tear-down is shown in Figure 2.3. When one side of the system wants to terminate the connection, it sends a FIN segment (flag FIN=1) to the other side. As a reply the node on the other end returns an ACK segment to acknowledge the receipt of the FIN segment. The connection is still open for the other direction and the host on the other side can go on sending data. When it has finished it sends a FIN message with the last data and waits for the acknowledgment. When it receives the last acknowledgment, it finally closes the connection. If segments disappear in the middle of the connection termination, they are resent with the usual retransmissions.

![Figure 2.3 TCP connection tear-down](image-url)
2.3 Congestion Control

When one or several TCP connections are sending at inappropriately high rates the network can suffer from congestion. The router buffers saturate and some packets or their corresponding ACKs may be dropped before reaching their destination. This occurs when routers are receiving more packets than they can handle. Congestion collapse is a state in which packets are being injected into the network, but very little useful work is being accomplished. The specification of the Receiver Advertised Window (rwnd) is a way to control the rate of data incoming at the receiver, but is not enough to prevent network congestion.

Early in its evolution, TCP was enhanced by the congestion control mechanism to protect the network against the incoming traffic that exceeds its capacity. The first job of a congestion avoidance mechanism at the gateway is to detect incipient congestion and as stated in [15] a congestion avoidance scheme maintains the network in a region of low delay and high throughput. The congestion control is implemented in the hosts and consequently is an end-to-end congestion control. When a network is congested, more connections compete for limited resources. The congestion control mechanism tries to regulate the transmission rate of each connection in order to provide a fair sharing of network resources.

TCP congestion control is window-based. The sender rate is regulated by a Congestion Window (cwnd) that limits the amount of data a sender can have outstanding.
in the network. It must not send data with a sequence number higher than the sum of the last acknowledged packet and the minimum of cwnd and rwnd. The cwnd changes its value in relation to the events the sender observes. The basic principle on which the TCP congestion control is built is to consider the packet loss as a signal of congestion. Thus the reaction to this event is to reduce the cwnd.

Two algorithms, known as Slow Start and Congestion Avoidance, regulate the reduction and the increasing of cwnd \(^{[15]}\), basing their evaluation on a further variable: the slow start threshold (ssthresh). Depending on its value the sender is subject to a Slow Start (cwnd<ssthresh< SPAN>) or Congestion Avoidance (cwnd>ssthresh) mechanism.

2.3.1 Slow Start

The Slow Start algorithm is based on the observation that the rate at which packets are injected into the network should be regulated by the rate at which acknowledgements arrive from the receiver should be the same. It is used at the beginning of the connection to avoid congesting the network or after repairing a packet loss detected by time-out expiration. The initial value of cwnd must be no more than 2 segments and the ssthresh may be arbitrarily high. Being cwnd<>the Slow Start algorithm is used. During this phase cwnd is increased by at most sender maximum segment size (SMSS) bytes for each ACK received that acknowledges a new packet. The sender can transmit up to the minimum of the cwnd and rwnd as said before. The growth of cwnd is exponential: cwnd
roughly doubles per each RTT. Slow Start ends when $cwnd \neq ssthresh$ or when congestion occurs. Congestion is declared when a timeout expires or three consecutive DUPACKs are received. They are both indications of a packet loss.

If a timeout expires TCP reacts decreasing $ssthresh$ to be half of the number of segments outstanding into the network ($flightsize$):

$$ssthresh = \max \left( 2, \min \left( \frac{flightsize}{2}, cwnd \right) \right)$$

The retransmission timer is re-calculated through the exponential backoff (the new RTO is equal to the old one multiplied by a constant value, greater than 2) and $cwnd=1$.

Now $cwnd<ssthresh$ so a new phase of Slow Start is entered. But now $ssthresh$ is lower than before and this implies that the capacity of the network will not saturate quickly as previously. The sender starts to retransmit packets beginning from which has caused the timeout expire.

**2.3.2 Congestion Avoidance**

The second situation to analyse is when Slow Start ends because $cwnd=ssthresh$ (or $cwnd>ssthresh$). *In this case Congestion Avoidance sta rts. During this phase cwnd is incremented by 1 SMSS only after a full window of data is acknowledged:*

$$cwnd = cwnd + SMSS \times SMSS/cwnd$$

for every incoming new ACK. This means that if $cwnd$ permits to transmit $N$ packets only after the reception of $N$ ACK relative to all the packets sent, $cwnd$ will increase by 1
packet (SMSS bytes). The growth of $cwnd$ is linear. Figure 2.4 illustrates an example of $cwnd$ variation during the phases of Slow Start and Congestion Avoidance.

![Diagram showing TCP cwnd variation during the phases of Slow Start and Congestion Avoidance.]

2.2.3 Fast Retransmit/Fast Recovery

The last case to analyse is what happens when three DUPACKs are received and congestion is declared. In this description we refer to the so-called Reno algorithm described in RFC 2581 [16]. It also introduces the use of TCP Selective Acknowledgment [17].

A TCP receiver should send DUPACK as soon as possible when an out-of-order packet arrives. The meanings of a DUPACK for a sender can be various: a packet drop, a
reordering of data segments and duplication of ACKs or data segments. So when the first DUPACK is received TCP waits to retransmit the supposed packet drop because the cause may be different from that of a packet discarded. The fast retransmit algorithm uses three DUPACKs as indication of packet loss. The Fast Retransmit and Fast Recovery behave according to this model.

1. When the third DUPACK arrives ssthresh changes:

   \[ \text{ssthresh} = \max\left(\frac{\text{flightsize}}{2}, 2 \times \text{SMSS}\right) \]

2. The lost packet is retransmitted.

3. \( cwnd = \text{ssthresh} + 3 \times \text{SMSS} \), this inflates the congestion window by the number of packets (three) that have left the network and are in the receiver buffer.

4. Increase \( cwnd \) by one SMSS for each additional DUPACK received.

5. Transmit a packet if allowed by the new value of \( cwnd \) and \( rwnd \).

6. When an ACK that acknowledges new packets arrives, set \( cwnd \) to the value \( ssthresh \) set in step 1. The Fast Retransmit phase ends.

The assumption at the basis of these two algorithms is that if DUPACKs arrive it means that a packet has been lost. But if DUPACKs arrive it also means that after the packet loss data segments have arrived at the receiver buffer and this allows increasing the \( cwnd \) towards its previous value on arrival of each DUPACK. The problem is, what happens when there are multiple packets dropped.

If the SACK (Selective Acknowledgment) option is not available the sender has
little information about which packets to retransmit during Fast Retransmit. When it
receives the acknowledgment for the retransmitted packet in the case of multiple drops it
receives a partial acknowledgment and this will acknowledge some but not all packets
sent before the Fast Retransmit\cite{18}. Therefore, the TCP sender has no other choice than
wait for retransmission timeout to expire.
CHAPTER 3

ROUTER QUEUE MANAGEMENT

The current router queue management is divided into the two major kinds: Passive Queue Management (PQM) and Active Queue Management (AQM).

3.1 Passive Queue Management, PQM

3.1.1 Drop tail

Traditional Internet routers employ the Tail Drop discipline for managing the buffer queue occupancy. It simply sets a maximum length for each buffer queue and it enqueues packets until the maximum length is reached, then drops subsequent incoming packets until the queue is decreased below its maximum value. Such a mechanism allows the router to maintain high queue occupancy, which is clearly undesirable since it tends to discriminate against bursty traffic and to drop many packets at the same time producing global synchronization of sources. Drop-Tail are intended to buffer bursty packet arrivals before forwarding on the outbound interface. Arriving packets are enqueued at the tail of the queue. When the queue fills, the arriving packet is discarded. The “drop-tail” behavior is effective in providing congestion notification to responsive flows as demonstrated by
the success of the Internet. However, with drop-tail, the decision to drop a packet is essentially a passive one. Moreover, drop-tail has several flaws that prompted research into a more active approach to router queue management. These flaws are most apparent during periods of persistent congestion and include the problems of lock-out and full queues. Briefly, lock-out refers to a phenomenon where a few flows are able to monopolize the queue space. Because of TCP synchronization effects, packets from some flows always arrive to a full-queue and are subsequently dropped, effectively locking those flows out of the outbound link and preventing them from making progress. (For more details, see.) Full queues also occur during persistent congestion. When the queue is consistently full, it is simply a source of latency and cannot serve its intended function of buffering bursty arrivals. Moreover, because drop-tail routers only drop packets when the queue is full, sources are only able to detect and respond to congestion after it has grown persistent. Notification of imminent congestion would allow sources to activate their avoidance mechanisms before congestion becomes severe.

Being the data traffic in Internet inherently bursty, one way to alleviate the problem is to provide the routers with fairly large buffers in order to absorb burst arrivals of packets to reduce losses and hence maintain high link utilization. On the other hand, large buffers tend to increase queueing delays at congested routers. The traditional Tail-Drop buffer management forces network applications to choose between high utilization or low delay.

The common method for managing router queue lengths is to fix a maximum length
(in terms of packets) for each queue, accept packets for the queue until this limit is reached, then refuse subsequent incoming packets until the queue decreases because a packet from the queue has been transmitted. This technique is known as Tail Drop, since the packet that arrived most recently, the one on the tail of the queue, is rejected and discarded when the queue saturates. This is the traditional mechanism that has been used in the Internet for years, but it has five important disadvantages, as stated in.

1. When network congestion occurs, it only simply treat congestion and can not avoid congestion occurrence.

2. For the Drop Tail algorithm, each congestion period will cause the global synchronization phenomenon in the network: when the queue overflows, the packet in the queue will be throw away in the same time. Those connection simultaneously reduce their sending out window, causing network traffic loss;

3. Do not have priority concept;

4. Do not distinguish UDP flows and TCP flows, TCP flows is disadvantageous in resources competing, not having fair guarantee.

5. Lock-Out The tail drop mechanism may allow a monopolization of queue resources by a single or few flows, denying other connections the possibility to find place in the router buffer.

6. Full Queues Since congestion is detected only after a packet has been discarded and this occurs just when the queue router is full, Tail Drop allows queues to reach a full status and to persist in this steady state for long. Instead, the average queue size should be
kept low and fluctuations in the actual queue size should be allowed, thus to accommodate bursty traffic

Approaches like Random drop on full or Drop front on full are similar to Tail Drop and do not solve the problem of full queues. The only difference they have from Tail Drop is the criteria used to choose which packet to discard when the queue saturates. The former chooses randomly a packet in the queue and the latter drops the packet at the front of the queue. In order to solve the problem of full queues in routers this basic queue-admission policy can be modified by establishing admission criteria that direct which packets may be discarded even though space is available on the queue, but near to congestion.

3.2 Active Queue Management (AQM):

It is useful to distinguish between two classes of router algorithms related to congestion control: "queue management" versus "scheduling" algorithms. To a rough approximation, queue management algorithms manage the length of packet queues by dropping packets when necessary or appropriate, while scheduling algorithms determine which packet to send next and are used primarily to manage the allocation of bandwidth among flows. While these two router mechanisms are closely related, they address rather different performance issues.

- THE NEED FOR ACTIVE QUEUE MANAGEMENT

The native assumption might be that there is a simple tradeoff between delay and
throughput, and that the recommendation that queues be maintained in a "non-full" state essentially translates to a recommendation that low end-to-end delay is more important than high throughput.

The point of buffering in the network is to absorb data bursts and to transmit them during the (hopefully) ensuing bursts of silence. This is essential to permit the transmission of bursty data. It should be clear why we would like to have normally-small queues in routers: we want to have queue capacity to absorb the bursts.

The solution to the full-queues problem is for routers to drop packets before a queue becomes full, so that end nodes can respond to congestion before buffers overflow. We call such a proactive approach "active queue management". By dropping packets before buffers overflow, active queue management allows routers to control when and how many packets to drop.

1. Reduce number of packets dropped in routers. By keeping the average queue size small, active queue management will provide greater capacity to absorb naturally-occurring bursts without dropping packets.

2. Provide lower-delay interactive service By keeping the average queue size small, queue management will reduce the delays seen by flows.

3. Avoid lock-out behavior Active queue management can prevent lock-out behavior by ensuring that there will almost always be a buffer available for an incoming packet. For the same reason, active queue management can prevent a router bias against low bandwidth but highly bursty flows. Active queue management is needed to control
the overall average queue sizes, so that arriving bursts can be accommodated without dropping packets. In addition, active queue management should be used to control the queue size for each individual flow or class, so that they do not experience unnecessarily high delays. Therefore, active queue management should be applied across the classes or flows as well as within each class or flow.

- THE FLOW CLASSIFICATION

It is convenient to divide flows into three classes: (1) TCP-compatible flows, (2) unresponsive flows, i.e., flows that do not slow down when congestion occurs, and (3) flows that are responsive but are not TCP-compatible. The last two classes contain more aggressive flows that pose significant threats to Internet performance, as we will now discuss.

The projected increase in more aggressive flows of both these classes, as a fraction of total Internet traffic, clearly poses a threat to the future Internet. There is an urgent need for measurements of current conditions and for further research into the various ways of managing such flows. There are many difficult issues in identifying and isolating unresponsive or non-TCP-compatible flows at an acceptable router overhead cost. Finally, there is little measurement or simulation evidence available about the rate at which these threats are likely to be realized, or about the expected benefit of router algorithms for managing such flows.

There is an issue about the appropriate granularity of a "flow". There are a few "natural" answers: 1. a TCP or UDP connection (source address/port, destination
address/port); 2. a source/destination host pair; 3. a given source host or a given
destination host. We would guess that the source/destination host pair gives the most
appropriate granularity in many circumstances. However, it is possible that different
vendors/providers could set different granularities for defining a flow (as a way of
"distinguishing" themselves from one another), or that different granularities could be
chosen for different places in the network. It may be the case that the granularity is less
important than the fact that we are dealing with more unresponsive flows at *some*
granularity. The granularity of flows for congestion management is, at least in part, a
policy question that needs to be addressed in the wider IETF community.

Internet routers should implement some active queue management mechanism to
manage queue lengths, reduce end-to-end latency, reduce packet dropping, and avoid
lock-out phenomena within the Internet [20].

The default mechanism for managing queue lengths to meet these goals in FIFO
queues is Random Early Detection (RED). Unless a developer has reasons to provide
another equivalent mechanism, we recommend that RED be used.

In order to solve the problem of full queues in routers this basic queue-admission
policy can be modified by establishing admission criteria that direct which packets may
be discarded even though space is available on the queue, but near to congestion. Such an
algorithm does not eliminate packet drops, but on the contrary, it discards or marks
packets at an earlier stage in order to solve the congestion problem for flows that are
responsive to packet drops as congestion signal. It has four advantages, as stated in.
First of all it allows to reduce the number of packets dropped in the router, because keeping the average queue size small the router buffer can absorb bursts without discarding packets, or better, dropping less packets in the case of queue overflows than in the network implementing Tail Drop or other algorithms.

It solves the problem of synchronization: Active queue management schemes may avoid this synchronization giving the possibility to reduce their sending rate at different moments and not all the same moments. This permits to achieve higher throughput. It provides lower delay on the link thanks to the reduced size of the buffer queue. It solves the problem of lock-out, as defined before.

### 3.2.1 Random Early Detection (RED)

RED algorithm control average queue length in a low level, make router to keep higher throughout and the packet also get the small delay. Keeping actual average queue in a lower length, the actual queue can receive more data. With RED[21,22], a link maintains an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) queue length, $avg = (1 - wQ) \times avg + wQ \times Q$, where $Q$ is the current queue length and $wQ$ is a weight parameter, $0 \leq wQ \leq 1$.

When $avg$ is less than the minimum threshold ($min_{th}$), no packets are dropped (or marked). When it exceeds the maximum threshold ($max_{th}$), all incoming packets are dropped. When it is in between, a packet is dropped with a probability $pa$ that is an increasing function of $avg$. More specifically, if $min_{th} \leq avg \leq max_{th}$, then the temporary dropping (or marking) probability, $p_b$, is calculated as:
\[ p_b = \max_p \cdot \frac{\text{avg} - \min_a}{\max_a - \min_a} \]

where \( \max_p \) is the maximum value of \( p_b \). Then \( p_a \) is calculated as:

\[ p_a = \frac{p_b}{(1 - \text{count} \cdot p_a)} \]

where \( \text{count} \) is the number of undropped packets since the last dropped packet. In this way RED drops (or marks) packets in proportion to the input rates of the connections. Connections with higher input rates receive proportionally more drops (or marks) of packets than connections with lower input rates. By doing so, RED tries to maintain equal rate allocation and remove biases against burst connections.
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**Figure 3.1 Average Queue VS Dropping P**

By using probabilistic packet dropping RED also eliminates global synchronization. The RED algorithm realizes following purpose\([23]\):

- **congestion avoid**: RED router throw away packet in the earlier period before congestion occurrence, make source end enter congestion avoiding stage in order to avoid network congestion occurrence;

- **congestion control**: The RED algorithm can control the max queue length in the router to
deal with the network congestion, although the transport layer lack to cooperate;

Avoid the global synchronization phenomenon: Packet throw away packet by random fashion. Many connections increasing or reducing their sending out window at the same time is impossible, so we can avoid the global synchronous phenomenon;

the fair competition of each UDP flows: the drop packet number of An UDP flow should take proportion with be occupied bandwidth in RED algorithm.

minimize packet loss and queueing delay

maintain high link utilization and maximize the global power (the ratio of throughput to delay)

be useful for a wide range of environments, with a variable number of connections with different round trip times, data loads and throughput

But, RED algorithm have two problems [24]:

① Fairness problem: mostly express in two aspects: One is fairness of each TCP connection, some time packet discard rate is same to each connection, but connection with smaller RTT compete bandwidth in advantage, causing not fairness; Two is fairness of TCP flow with UDP flow, the TCP flows respond to packet discard, but UDP flow not. The result makes UDP flows occupy more bandwidth.

② Have the priority problem: RED algorithm does not have priority concept, can't adapt to the commercial actuality in Internet.

Unlike Tail Drop where the only free parameter is the buffer size in RED we have several parameters to set, like $w_q$, $min\theta$, $max\theta$ and $maxp$. In order to achieve a good congestion
avoidance the parameter sensitivity must be kept low. Some rules to follow are suggested in [25,26] and shortly we summarize them:

1. set $minth$ high enough to guarantee a high utilization of the link. The optimal value for it depends on the link speed, propagation delay and buffer size. In the ns-2 simulator, $minth$ is set as default to 5 packets (or, for a queue measured in bytes rather than packets, 5 packets times the mean-packet-size in bytes) and according to the link characteristics it seems to be a good rule not to keep it too small, such as 1 or 2 packets because we do not allow enough burstiness in the arrival process.

2. $maxth-minth$ must be kept large enough to avoid global synchronization. If it is small, $avg$ can oscillate regularly from the minimum till the maximum threshold and the gateway will discard a lot of packets in the same moment. The [FJ93] paper recommends setting $maxth$ to at least twice $minth$, but the current rule of thumb is to set $maxth$ to three or more times $minth$. In the ns-2 simulator $minth$ and $maxth$ are set to 5 and 15 packets respectively.

3. set $wq > 0.001$ and vary that according to the burst length $L$ we want to be able to accommodate, without dropping any packets. For example if $minth$ is 5 packets and $L$ is 50 packets, then $wq$ has to be around 0.0042. In the ns-1 and ns-2 simulator it is set to 0.002. That is why if $wq$ is too low, then $avg$ is responding too slowly to transient congestion. If it is too high, then the estimated average queue size is too dependent on the instantaneous queue size.
The conclusion is that unfortunately there are no precise optimal values because they depend on a wide range of factors, including not only the link speed and propagation delay, but also the traffic characteristics. RED algorithm follow as:

for each packet arrival
  calculate the average queue size avg
  if $min_{th} \leq avg < max_{th}$
    calculate probability $p_a$
    with probability $p_a$:
    mark the arriving packet
  else if $max_{th} \leq avg$
    mark the arriving packet

figure 3-2 RED algorithm pseudocode

3.2.2 Explicit Congestion Notification ECN

The Active queue management algorithm detects congestion before the buffer queue overflows and signals to the end nodes the incipient congestion. As mechanism for congestion indication the router may drop packets, but a more efficient way to achieve that is marking packets. The router may use the Congestion Experience (CE) codepoint in the IP packet header as an indication of congestion for the end-nodes.
Considering the IP header in the IPv4 TOS octet[^25], the ECN field is defined through the bits 6 and 7, defined for experimental use of ECN. Marking packets is done through the ECN field and there are four possible ECN codepoints. In the ECN field we distinguish the ECT (ECN-Capable Transport) bit and the CE bit. The ECN-Capable Transport codepoints, ECT (0) and ECT (1), mean that the end-points are ECN-capable. The Not-ECT codepoints means that the packet is not using the ECN field. Then there is the CE codepoint used to signal the presence of congestion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECT</th>
<th>CE</th>
<th>Codepoint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not-ECT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ECT(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>ECT(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 3-4 CE codepoint]

When the router is ready to discard packets to signal end-points of incipient congestion, at the reception of a new packet it has to check the ECT codepoint. If is set (ECN-capable flows) it should set the CE codepoint and forwards the packet, or on the contrary (not ECN-capable flows) discard packet. When the end-nodes receive a packet ECN-capable with the CE bit set, the reaction will be the same to the detection of a drop
packet. It is important that the router sets the CE codepoint only in the case it would have discarded the packet. If the router is not in the presence of incipient congestion it just has to forward the packet without modifying the CE codepoint. We expect that using ECN in combination with RED the router will set the CE codepoint when the average queue size exceeds the fixed threshold, instead of dropping the packet. It is evident that the measures taken by the router against congestion must not be based on the instantaneous value of the queue, but on the average queue size, because this is subject to frequent variations.

The use of two ECN-Capable Transport codepoints is due to several reasons and one of them is that it makes it more difficult for a router to erase the CE codepoint, without being discovered by the end nodes, since they have to be able to reconstruct the original one.

In order to support the use ECN field some modifications are requested to TCP level.

(1) First of all, during connection set-up, the two end nodes must negotiate if they are both ECN capable.

(2) Then there is a need to find a way to communicate the reception of a CE packet from the receiver to the sender.

(3) and to signal the corresponding reduction of the congestion window from the sender to the receiver.

(4) In order to support ECN functionality, two new flags are defined in the TCP header: the Explicit Congestion Notification (ECE) and the Congestion Window Reduced (CWR)
flags.

During the connection setup the two end-hosts decide whether to support the ECN functionality. They do that by exchanging SYN packets with ECE and CWR opportune set\(^{[26]}\). If both the nodes are ECN-capable they will use ECN notification during the connection setting in the IP-header of each packet a ECT codepoints.

The receiver at the reception of a CE packet can inform the sender of the incipient congestion setting the ECN-Echo (ECE) flag in the TCP header. The sender seeing the ECE flag set infers that congestion was encountered in the network on the path from the sender to the receiver and reacts in the common way, as TCP congestion control indicates: it halves the congestion window and reduces the slow start threshold. It is important to notice that the TCP sender should react to an ECN at most once per roundtrip time. The TCP should ignore subsequent ECNs if the source has reacted to a previous ECN or to a dropped packet in the last round trip time.

When an ECN-capable TCP sender reduces the congestion window it will set the CWR flag in the TCP header of the first new packet sent to inform the data receiver that the congestion window has been reduced. The TCP receiver uses the CWR flag received to determine when to stop setting the ECN-Echo flag in the TCP header. Several simulations show that there are several advantages deriving from the introduction of the ECN mechanism in TCP networks. A main benefit of the ECN scheme is in avoiding unnecessary packet drops. This is of great importance for interactive traffic and for low-bandwidth traffic where the user is delay-sensitive. Moreover, ECN provides a fast
and clear mechanism to inform the sender of incipient congestion, sparing it to wait for a retransmit timeout or the reception of three DUPACKs.

Active queue management mechanisms may use one of several methods for indicating congestion to end-nodes. One is to use packet drops, as is currently done. However, active queue management allows the router to separate policies of queuing or dropping packets from the policies for indicating congestion. Thus, active queue management allows routers to use the Congestion Experienced (CE) codepoint in a packet header as an indication of congestion, instead of relying solely on packet drops. This has the potential of reducing the impact of loss on latency-sensitive flows\cite{27,28,29}.

On the other hand there are two potential disadvantages of ECN\cite{30,31}. One is related to the case of non-compliant TCP connections that, even being ECN capable, ignore ECN notifications, but this is a problem also for networks that based congestion control on packet drops. The other drawback is specific for the ECN mechanism and occurs when an ECN message is discarded by the network and the notification of congestion cannot reach the end-node. But if the routers implement RED they will go on calculating the average queue size and mark packets randomly, as long as the congestion persists.

3.3.3 BLUE

BLUE differs from all the classical algorithms such as RED\cite{32} and derivations from RED based on the control of the average queue variations, since it is based directly on
packet loss and link utilization history. BLUE uses a unique marking/dropping probability pm. If the router buffer saturates continually and packets are discarded, pm is incremented. On the other hand, if the queue is almost empty or the link idle the pm is reduced. This allows BLUE to learn the correct rate it needs to send back a congestion notification. BLUE is a hybrid flow and queue based congestion control scheme. It uses packet loss (queue) and link under-utilization (flow) events to adjust the rate of congestion notification. The congestion notification rate \( pm \) is increased at a set rate if the queue size exceeds a threshold \( L \), and it is decreased if the link is idle. The amount of increase is \( d_1 \), and decrease \( d_2 \), at a rate of \( 1/\text{freeze-time} \).

There is a subtle drawback\(^{[33]} \) with BLUE that may limit its practicability. BLUE behaves well if operated within a region of RTT and number of connections \( N \) for which the parameters \( d_1 \) and \( d_2 \) were set. However, changes in the dominant RTT of the connections going through the queue, or a significant change in \( N \) can invalidate the parameter settings and lead to queue backlog oscillation between loss and under-utilization. The amount of change of notification rate \( pm \) during a queue full or link idle event, is the product of the time spent in this event multiplied by the rate of change \( d(1,2)/\text{freeze-time} \). This time is related to the delay in the response of the TCP sources to the changed notification rate (\( 2 \times \text{RTT} \)). The greater the RTT, the greater will be the \( pm \) adjustment. If the RTT increases, so does the change in \( pm \) and this may result in backlog oscillation. This was observed in simulations using the recommended parameter settings of. Another cause of instability is a large change in the number of
connections. It is not our intention to explore BLUE in depth here, but this instability is the result of the adjustment of congestion notification rate $pm$ by a constant $d_1$ or $d_2$, despite the non-linear relation of $pm$ and $N$. Recall that based on the TCP Friendly Equation the function of $pm$ versus $N$ requires larger changes of $pm$ for larger $N$.

### 3.3.4 Stochastic Fair BLUE, SFB

SFB is highly scalable and enforces fairness using an extremely small amount of state and a small amount of buffer space. SFB is based on two independent algorithms\textsuperscript{[34]}. The first is the BLUE queue management algorithm. This algorithm uses a single marking probability to mark packets (using ECN [14]) in times of congestion. The heavier the congestion is, the higher the marking probability. The second algorithm is based on Bloom filters. This algorithm allows for the unique classification of objects through the use of multiple, independent hash functions. Using Bloom filters, object classification can be done with an extremely small amount of state information.
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SFB combines BLUE and Bloom filters to produce a highly scalable means to enforce fairness amongst flows using an extremely small amount of state and a small amount of buffer space. SFB is a FIFO queueing algorithm that identifies and rate-limits non-responsive flows based on accounting mechanisms similar to those used with BLUE. SFB maintains $N \times \mathcal{L}$ accounting bins. The bins are organized in $B$ levels with $N$ bins in each level. SFB also maintains $B$ independent hash functions, each associated with one level of the accounting bins. Each hash function maps a flow into one of the $N$ accounting bins in that level. The accounting bins are used to keep track of queue occupancy statistics of packets belonging to a particular bin. This is in contrast to Stochastic Fair Queueing (SFQ) where the hash function maps flows into separate queues.

### 3.3.5 Stabilized RED (SRED)

Stabilized RED is a RED-derived mechanism that attempts to improve RED performance by considering a further element in calculating discard or marking probability, that is, the estimated number of active connections or flows. The basic idea for estimating the number of active flows is to compare, every time a packet arrives at the buffer, the new packet with one entry randomly taken from the so-called Zombie list\textsuperscript{[35,36]}. When the two packets belong to the same flow (for example, they have the same destination and source addresses, the same destination and source port numbers and the same protocol), a hit is declared and the count is incremented in the corresponding entry
in the Zombie list. Otherwise the entry in the Zombie list is replaced with a probability p.

Actually in the version of SRED proposed by the discard probability is entirely based on the instantaneous length of the buffer queue and on the number of active flows, but the adding of average queue size estimation does not present any difficulties. This improvement has the advantage to stabilize the buffer occupancy, independently of the number of active connections and to provide a way through the hit-mechanism to detect situations of unfairness, in which some flows are attempting to take more than their fair share of bandwidth (misbehaving flows).

3.3.6 GRED

GRED is an improvement of RED (Random Early Detection) proposed in. RED drastically changes the packet drop probability to one when the average queue length is large. Hence, when the average queue length is large, the queue length become unstable. GRED prevents the queue length from becoming unstable by gently changing the packet drop probability. In what follows, we briefly explain the algorithm GRED. The packet dropping algorithm of GRED is essentially the same as that of RED.

GRED\[^{[37]}\] maintains the average queue length as well as RED. For every packet arrival, the average queue length \( q \) is updated as:

\[
\overline{q} \leftarrow (1 - w_q) \overline{q} + w_q q
\]

where \( q \) is a current queue length, and \( w_q \) is one of GRED's control parameters, which specify the weight of an exponential averaging. GRED determines the packet drop prob-
ability \( pb \) based on the average queue length \( q \) as:

\[
p_b = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } q < \text{min}_{th} \\
\text{max}_{p}(\frac{q-\text{min}_{th}}{\text{max}_{th}-\text{min}_{th}}) & \text{if } \text{min}_{th} \leq q < \text{max}_{th} \\
(1 - \text{max}_{p})(\frac{q-\text{max}_{th}}{\text{max}_{th}}) + \text{max}_{p} & \text{if } \text{max}_{th} \leq q < 2\text{max}_{th} \\
1 & \text{if } q \geq 2\text{max}_{th}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \text{min}_{th} \) is the minimum threshold, \( \text{max}_{th} \) is the maximum threshold, \( \text{max}_{p} \) is the maximum packet drop probability, and all are control parameters of GRED. GRED randomly drops an arriving packet with the probability \( pa \) defined by

\[
p_a = \frac{p_b}{\text{count} \times \text{prob}}
\]

where \( \text{count} \) is the number of packets that have arrived at the router since the last packet dropping.

### 3.3.7 DRED (Dynamic RED)

RED has a problem that the average queue length is dependent on the number of active TCP connections. DRED solves this problem by using the feedback control, which adjusts the packet drop probability in proportion to its average queue length. DRED is therefore able to stabilize the queue length at the target value without being dependent on the number of TCP connections.

We briefly explain the algorithm of DRED. DRED uses a fixed sampling interval, and the packet drop probability is updated every sampling interval. In what follows, we focus on the packet that arrives at the router in the \( n \)th sampling interval. First, DRED obtains the error signal as
\[ e(n) = q(n) - T \]

Next, the filtered error signal of \( e(n) \) (denoted by \( e^*(n) \)) is updated as

\[ \dot{e}(n) = (1 - \beta) \dot{e}(n-1) + \beta e(n) \]

where \( \beta \) is the DRED's control parameter, and specifies the weight of an exponential averaging. Finally, using \( e^*(n) \), DRED determines the packet drop probability \( pd(n) \) as

\[
    pd(n) = \min \left[ \max \left\{ pd(n-1) + a \frac{\dot{e}(n)}{B}, 0 \right\}, \theta \right]
\]

where \( B \) is the buffer size of the router, \( a \) is the DRED's control parameter specifying the feedback gain of the packet drop probability, and \( \theta \) is the maximum of the packet drop probability. The packet drop probability \( pd \) is updated every sampling interval, but DRED does not drop a packet if \( q(n) < L \) for maintaining high resource utilization.

### 3.3.8 SRED (Simple SRED)

In RED, the average queue length depends on the number of TCP connections. Moreover, RED does not distinguish misbehaving TCP flows, which will not reduce their transmission rates after packet losses. For solving these problems, SRED estimates the number of active TCP connections in a statistical manner, and determines the packet drop probability according to the estimated number of TCP connections. For preventing unfairness caused by misbehaving TCP flows, SRED uses a different (i.e., large) packet drop probability for misbehaving TCP flows.

For estimating the number of active TCP connections, SRED uses "zombie list". The
zombie list maintains information on each TCP connection, and its size is denoted by \( \text{list} \). Namely, each entry of the zombie list consists of a flow identifier, a counter, and a time stamp. When a packet arrives at the router, SRED compares a randomly chosen entry from the zombie list with the entry corresponding to the arriving packet. If these entries coincide, the counter in the entry is increased by one. Otherwise, the entry is probabilistically replaced by the information on the arriving packet with probability \( p \).

With the zombie list, SRED estimates the number of active TCP connections. For distinguishing misbehaving TCP flows, the zombie list is also used. See for the details of SRED.

We briefly explain the packet dropping algorithm of SRED. First, SRED compares a randomly chosen entry from the zombie list with the entry corresponding to the arriving packet. We focus on the \( n \)th arriving packet. If these entries coincide, \( H(n) \) is set to one. Otherwise, \( H(n) \) is set to zero. The probability \( P(n) \) that the zombie list contains the entry for the arriving packet is estimated by

\[
P(n) = (1 - \alpha) P(n - 1) + \alpha H(n)
\]

where \( \alpha \) is the SRED’s control parameter, and specifies the weight of an exponential averaging. Next, in proportion to the current queue length \( q \), the packet drop probability \( p_{\text{sred}} \) is updated for every packet arrival as

\[
p_{\text{sred}}(q) = \begin{cases} 
p_{\text{max}} & \text{if } \frac{1}{2}B \leq q < B \\
\frac{1}{4} \times p_{\text{max}} & \text{if } \frac{1}{2}B \leq q < \frac{1}{2}B \\
0 & \text{if } 0 \leq q < \frac{1}{2}B 
\end{cases}
\]

where \( B \) is the buffer size of a router. \( p_{\text{max}} \) is the SRED’s can be estimated from the
regression coefficients, control parameter, and limits the maximum of the packet drop probability. Finally, SRED randomly drops an arriving packet with the probability $p_{\text{zap}}$ defined by

$$p_{\text{zap}} = p_{\text{red}}(q) \times \min\left(1, \frac{1}{(256 \times P(n))^2}\right) \times \left(1 + \frac{H(n)}{P(n)}\right)$$

### 3.3.9 Flow RED

FRED allows each connection to buffer $\text{min}_q$ packets and apply discard probability to the subsequent packets. It never permits a flow to buffer more than $\text{max}_q$ packets and it stores the times in which it has tried to do that in strike. Flows with high strike are more subject to loss packets and they cannot buffer more than $\text{avg}_c q$ packets. Moreover, in FRED the frequency of $\text{avg}$ calculation is higher than in RED. In fact, the averaging is done at both arrival and departure in order to provide a more accurate estimation of $\text{avg}$, and when a packet is dropped $\text{avg}$ does not vary. Simulation results show that FRED\textsuperscript{[38]} is often fairer than RED when handling connections with different round trip times and window sizes and it allows detecting unresponsive users. Anyway, it adds overhead to store information about the flows which have packets buffered in the router. The cost of this per-active-flow accounting is proportional to the buffer dimension and independent of the total number of connections served by the gateway.

### 3.3.10 Adaptive RED
Adaptive RED focuses on the problem of parameterizing the RED algorithm in order to reach good performance in each possible scenario. For example, in the case of a bottleneck link shared by N connections, congestion notification requires each connection to reduce the traffic of \( \left(1 - \frac{1}{2N}\right) \). If N is large the effect of traffic reduction by each connection will be small, and on the contrary, if N is small it will be considerable. In the first case we need a more aggressive RED algorithm in order to avoid packet loss and to perform as a simple Tail Drop queue; in the second case we need a less aggressive algorithm to keep the link utilization to an acceptable level. Hence there are two main drawbacks in using RED:

- The average queueing delay with RED is sensitive to the traffic load and to parameters, and consequently is not predictable in advance. When the congestion is light and/or maxp is high, avg is close to minth and when the congestion is heavy and/or maxp is low, the avg is near to maxth. In order to have some guaranteed delay with RED it is necessary to perform a frequent tuning of its parameter according to the traffic variations.

- The second point is that the throughput is also sensitive to the traffic load and to the parameters. In particular when the avg is larger than maxth the throughput performance decreases greatly.

The solution proposed is to provide an adaptive variation of RED parameters based on the avg. The key idea is to adapt maxp (the initial discarding probability parameter) in
order to keep the average queue size between $minth$ and $maxth$. When $minth \leq \text{avg} \leq maxth$ there are no variations, but if $\text{avg} < minth$, RED must be less aggressive and $maxp = maxp + a$. Otherwise ($\text{avg} > maxth$) RED must be more aggressive and $maxp$ is increased:

$$maxp = maxp + b.$$ a and b are constant factors. A pseudo-code describe:

```
Every interval seconds:
    if (avg > target and maxp ≤ 0.5)
        increase maxp:
        maxp = maxp + α;
    elseif (avg < target and maxp ≥ 0.01)
        decrease maxp:
        maxp = maxp - β;

Variables:
    avg: average queue size

Fixed parameters:
    interval: time; 0.5 seconds
    target: target for avg:
        $[minth + 0.4 \times (maxth - minth),$
        $minth + 0.6 \times (maxth - minth)]$.
    α: increment; min(0.01, maxp/4)
    β: decrease factor; 0.9
```

Figure 3.6 adaptive RED pseudocode

3.3.11 RED with Penalty Box

It is one of the first proposals intended to distinguish responsive users from unresponsive users. It is based on the observation that high bandwidth flows see proportionally larger amounts of packet loss. It maintains a list of the recent packet loss events verified in the network in order to identify all the misbehaving flows in the penalty box. These unresponsive flows are limited in the rate using a mechanism such as
class-based queueing.

### 3.3.12 GREEN

The GREEN algorithm is a feedback control function which adjusts the rate of congestion notification in response to the flow based congestion measure, $x_{est}$, the estimated data arrival rate. GREEN is based on a threshold function. If the link’s estimated data arrival rate $x_{est}$ is above the target link capacity $c_l$, the rate of congestion notification, $P$, is incremented by $\Delta P$ at a rate of $1/\Delta T$. Conversely, if $x_{est}$ is below $c_l$, $P$ is decremented by $\Delta P$ at a rate of $1/\Delta T$. The algorithm applies probabilistic marking of incoming packets at the rate $P$, either by dropping packets, or setting the ECN.

Let the step function $U(x)$ be defined by:

$$U(x) = \begin{cases} +1 & x \geq 0 \\ -1 & x < 0 \end{cases}$$

Therefore:

$$P = P + \Delta P \cdot U(x_{est} - c_l).$$

the actual link capacity $c$, typically 0.97 $c$, so that the queue size converges to 0.

Incoming data rate estimation is performed using exponential averaging:

$$x_{est} = (1 - \exp(-Dell/K)) \cdot (B/\text{Del}) + \exp(-Dell/K) \cdot x_{est} \quad (5)$$

where $\text{Del}$ is the inter-packet delay, $B$ the packet size and $K$ the time constant. Other arrival rate estimation techniques could also be used successfully. In Eq $x_{est}$ is shown to converge to the actual data rate under a wide set of conditions.
3.3.13 CHOKe (CHOose and Keep for responsive flows
CHOose and Keep for unresponsive flows)

CHOke is another proposal, based on the RED algorithm, whose goal is to approximate
fair queueing and be\[44\], at the same time, simple to implement. It is based on the
assumption that the FIFO buffer is a reliable indication of which flows are consuming a
great amount of resources. If a packet arrives at a congested router ($avg > \text{minth}$), if the
$avg > \text{maxth}$, the packet is discarded, like in normal RED, otherwise the new packet is
compared to a randomly chosen packet from the FIFO buffer. If they belong to the same
flow they are both discarded, otherwise the randomly drawn packet is left intact and the
new one is admitted into the FIFO buffer with a probability calculated like in the original
RED, based on the $avg^{[45,46]}$. The advantage of this algorithm compared to those
mentioned above is that it does not need any state information and consequently it
introduces the minimal implementation overhead.

3.3.14 RIO (RED with In and Out)

It is based on the two-drop precedence policy. A packet is marked at the edge of the
network as IN or OUT of its service contract and it is treated differently inside the
network, on the basis of this priority classification. The router inside the network keeps
just one queue for IN and OUT packets and apply to them two different RED algorithms.
Instead of using the same average queue size for both priorities, it uses the average queue
size for OUT (out of profile) packets, and the average queue size without taking into
account the queued OUT packets for IN (in profile) packets\cite{47,48,49}. In time of congestion the router starts to drop OUT packets and eventually, if congestion persists, will start to discard IN packets, as well.

### 3.3.15 Weighted RED

WRED was initially proposed as RIO. It has been developed as an extension of the RED approach by taking into account the priority of packets\cite{50}. It assigns to every priority a different RED algorithm, making it possible to differentiate the performance of different TCP connections whose packets are queued in the same queue. Different QoS can be provided for different classes. For example packets from higher priority traffic is dropped with a lower probability than the standard traffic, during periods of congestion. This is implemented with two RED algorithms running in parallel. In order to reduce the packet loss rates experienced with RED a different queue management algorithm has been implemented.

Finally, we use a table to find out the advantage and disadvantage of these AQM algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AQM algorithm</th>
<th>advantage</th>
<th>disadvantage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RED</td>
<td>congestion avoid</td>
<td>Fairness problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>congestion control</td>
<td>Have the priority problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avoid the global synchronization</td>
<td>parameter sensitivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>when flux load happen to change ,the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>phenomenon</td>
<td>fixed value MAXp will arouse queue shock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECN</td>
<td>detects congestion and sends echo message to the end nodes</td>
<td>Send to many echo to end nodes possibly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUE</td>
<td>uses packet loss (queue) and link under-utilization (flow) events to adjust the rate of congestion notification early little buffer</td>
<td>greater the RTT long term queue length average produces slow response can not avoid some degree of multiple packet loss and/or low utilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFB</td>
<td>Using charge account to limit the non-adaptive flow’s speed</td>
<td>difficulty configure parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRED</td>
<td>stabilize the buffer occupancy, independently of the number of active connections and to provide a way through</td>
<td>Some Per-flow state Red disadvantage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol</td>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Advantages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stabilized RED</td>
<td>Keep fifo queue stabilize</td>
<td>$P(i)^{-1}$ is not a good estimator for heterogeneous traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distinguish non-adaptive flow</td>
<td>Parameter tuning problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stabilize queue occupancy when traffic load is high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRED</td>
<td>per-active-flow keep accounting</td>
<td>Per-flow state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Red disadvantage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive RED</td>
<td>Adapt $\max_p$ based on queue behavior</td>
<td>Red disadvantage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREEN</td>
<td>Adjust to send congestion message against congestion degree</td>
<td>Send to many echo to end nodes possibly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHOKe</td>
<td>Protect adaptive flow and punish non-adaptive flow</td>
<td>Some complexity to due to parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low throughput in some case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIO</td>
<td>Interior reserved</td>
<td>Parameter sensitivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted RED</td>
<td>Have 8 priority of packets</td>
<td>Lower parameter sensitivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUT</td>
<td>OUT have higher dropped rate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 3-1 AQM ALGORITHM COMPARE**
4.1 Base theory

First, we will introduce to negative feedback control in biology. In animals such as ourselves, the internal environment of our bodies must have certain conditions within tolerable limits to continue the healthy functioning of us.

This is done by a process called negative feedback control, where various receptors and effectors bring about a reaction to ensure that such conditions remain favourable. For this control, we investigate the control of blood sugar concentrations, water concentrations and temperature.

The principle of negative feedback control is illustrated by the diagram below.
This occurrence is known as physiological homeostasis, translating in layman's terms to the physical equilibrium. It is essentially a corrective mechanism, consider the following scenario in a person

4.2 Example

The adrenal glands synthesize three main classes of hormones: mineralocorticoids, glucoconicoids, and sex steroids. Figure 4.2 shows a simplified scheme of the adrenal synthesis of these steroids from the cholesterol precursor molecule. Each enzymatic step is indicated.

![Figure 4.2 Simplified scheme of adrenal steroidogenesis shows abnormal secretion of hormones in congenital adrenal hyperplasia resulting from 21-hydroxylase deficiency. ACTH, adrenocorticotropic hormone.](image)

The pituitary regulates adrenal steroidogenesis via adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH). ACTH stimulates steroid synthesis by acting on the adrenals to increase the conversion of cholesterol to pregnenolone, which is the principal substrate for the
steroidogenic pathways. The central nervous system controls the secretion of ACTH, its diurnal variation, and its increase in stress via corticotropin-releasing factor. The hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal feedback system is mediated through the circulating level of plasma cortisol; any condition that decreases cortisol secretion results in increased ACTH secretion. Cortisol therefore have a negative feedback effect on ACTH secretion.

In most forms of congenital adrenal hyperplasia, an enzyme defect blocks cortisol synthesis, thus impairing cortisol-mediated negative feedback control of ACTH secretion (Fig. 2). Oversecretion of ACTH ensues, which stimulates excessive synthesis of the adrenal products of those pathways unimpaired by an enzyme deficiency and causes an accumulation of precursor molecules in pathways blocked by an enzyme deficiency.

![figure 4-3 Regulation of cortisol secretion in normal subjects and in patients with congenital adrenal hyperplasia](image)

From upper figure 4.3, we can see how to control cortisol in normal body. When cortisol concentration reduce to $\text{min}_\text{th}$ threshold value, hypothalamus will accept neural stimulate to increase corticotropin releasing hormone (CRH) concentration. CRH will arise ACTH concentration. At last ACTH will arise cortisol concentration. On the other hand, cortisol concentration exceed to $\text{max}_\text{th}$ threshold value, hypothalamus will accept
neural stimulate to decrease corticotropin releasing hormone (CRH) concentration. CRH will reduce ACTH concentration. At last ACTH will reduce cortisal concentration. Under CRH-ACTH-AD axis controled, cortisal can keep a shake variational curve in normal area like RED simulate result. I use this idea to design a ECN message-token bucket-packet transporttion axis. There are two available cause: (1) packet transport also have minth and maxth threshold value. (2) tokens have update mechanism like ACTH diurnal variation. When avg exceed minth threshold value, AAQM begin to pick packet for early congestion notification (ECN). The packets is then marked, so ECN message count will increase. Tokens will increasase more by update itself. At last packet transporttion will increase. When avg exceed maxth threshold value, more packets will force to drop and ECN message count will reduce. At last packet transporttion will reduce because of network congestion.

4.3 AAQM

The new adaptive queue management algorithm is an improved RED algorithm based on adaptive negative feedback control. As more research is conducted on adaptive active queue management, the different mechanisms in adaptive queue management trends to be divided separately. Though some similar view has been expressed, it is necessary to describe it more clearly here. All mechanisms used in adaptive queue management must research three components[51]:

(1) Congestion measure function is used to measure the degree of congestion. It tries to
return a value with available information to indicate how severe or lighten the current congestion status. From the evolution of congestion measure function, we can see it becomes more and more complicated. With the introduction of more information and more processing to the information, the congestion measure functions provide congestion indication more and more precisely.

(2) Congestion feedback function is used to calculate how much feedback should be sent to the end system. It uses the output of congestion measure function as input and returns the probability for taking action.

(3) Congestion feedback action Congestion feedback action determines what action will be taken with the probability calculated by the congestion feedback function. So we describe the technique way by this way.

AAQM is an improved RED algorithm. In RED algorithm, set the average queue length is avg to limit the maxth up and down with the minth. When avg is smaller than minth, do not throw away the arrived packet. Now we define a new threshold queue length q(assumption set up for 75% maxth) here, when queue value is between the avg and maxth. Triggering two course: (1) the router sends out (call the IN port) a segment deceleration requests to source end, the decelerating claim have the different deceleration to the different queues. When the threshold queue length increase 5% minth the router send a deceleration requesting to source end. (2) In the figure 4.3, the router send flow to destination end (call the OUT port) and use AAQM algorithm to proceed traffic shaping. At beginning, r denotes the rate at which tokens are accumulated, psize is packet
length, and b is the depth of the token pool (in bytes). When the average queue length is smaller than threshold q in any interval [S, S+t], the tokens is \( b + (r - \text{ptsize})t \); when average queue length avg is bigger than q in any interval [S, S+t], the tokens is \( b + (2r - \text{ptsize})t \) to promise enough packets can be transmitted. When the average queue length avg is bigger than \( \text{max}_\text{th} \), this algorithm begin to drop packet as RED. The course (1) and (2) are both feedback course, but the feedback length of course(2) is shorter than course(1). When average queue length avg is between the threshold and \( \text{max}_\text{th} \), course(1) get up the effect quickly than course(2). Two kinds of feedback common operation can guarantee avg is smaller \( \text{max}_\text{th} \) in length and rise to precaution network congestion. This method can try to fall the value of average queue length avg quickly. When the average queue length avg recovers smaller than threshold queue length, the tokens recovers \( b + (r - \text{ptsize})t \). This kind of many cache classes mechanism can postpone the occurrence of network congestion consumedly and guaranteed the degree of resources usage. This is a kind of virtual circuit feedback algorithm.
Now we can realize the new algorithm in figure 4.4. After enqueue and dequeue packets, queue will be transmitted. This process is controlled through tokens quantity. If bucket have enough tokens to be used, the packets in the queue will be sent at once.

```c
enqueue(); // whether mark CE=1 or not

dequeue();

// This is to update the tokens which used for the next action.

tokens_ = getupdatedtokens();

// Now start token and ptksize and prepare the transmission

if (tokens_ >= pktsize)
   target_ -> send();

   tokens_ -= pktsize;

else
   target_ -> send(tokens);

   tokens_ = 0;
```
Figure 4-5 AAQM flow design

- enqueue()
- deque()
- tokens > pktsize
- Yes: send all packets in the queue
- No: tokens ≤ pktsize
  - send packets equal to tokens
- Get update tokens

Figure 4-5 AAQM flow design
CHAPTER 5

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND SIMULATION RESULTS

A number of simulations were performed to compare the performance of AAQM and RED using the NS-2 simulator. The ns Network Simulator (current version ns-2) is an event driven simulator for computer networks and network protocols. Since it is widely used in and contributed to by the research community, a large number of network components are available for ns. Amongst others, ns supports the following technologies:

- Point-to-point connections
- Different router discard strategies (DropTail, RED, etc.)
- TCP, UDP, and several experimental transport protocols
- Applications (Telnet, FTP, WWW-like traffic, etc.)
- Network emulation (i.e. interaction of the network simulator with a “real” operating network node)

The simulator framework uses a split-language programming approach. The simulator core, including the actual protocol implementations, is written in C++, while the control structure and the description of simulation scenarios is done in OTcl, an object oriented version of Tcl. This approach utilizes the flexibility advantages of a scripting
language for scenario creation while taking advantage of the better efficiency of compiled code where necessary.

Any useful ns scenario consists of the following components:

- The topology
- Communication Patterns
- Events

The topology is made up of nodes with queues and links between the nodes, and defines network conditions such as the link bandwidth, delay, random losses, and queue sizes. Communication Patterns determine what kinds of traffic are transmitted between the nodes. Common events are starting and stopping a flow, or changing the random loss rate on a link.

A protocol implementation for ns mainly consists of two objects representing sender and receiver, with methods deciding when to send what kinds of packets and how to react to incoming packets.

The network topology and parameters common to all trials are described here.
The left nodes are the sources and the right nodes are destination. The AQM and RED algorithm is placed in center link(r1,r2). Each trial lasted 10 seconds. Connections were started at a uniformly distributed time over the test period with a uniformly distributed duration between 0 and 10 seconds. The packet size was 500 bytes. The default configuration parameters for each of the AQMs followed recommended settings:

RED: minThreash=5, maxThreash=15, W=0.002

5.1 Trial 1

Setting:
bottleneck : 1.5mb, 20ms,100 packet queue size which have Red or AAQM algorithm

Red: minThreash=5, maxThreash-15, w=0.002

AAQM: rate_ = 64k   bucket_ = 30000   qlen_ = 60
The upper figure shows RED algorithm results and the lower figure shows AAQM algorithm. AAQM algorithm results shows lower queue variation than RED algorithm results. This means AAQM algorithm can get better link utilization and make lower queuing delay. But the estimated average queue size of RED and AAQM grows slower than actual queue size. This slow phase effect of estimated average queue length makes AQM algorithms response slowly to the congestion. This phenomenon appears in every queue size based AQM algorithms.

5.2 Trial 2

Default Setting:

bottleneck: 1.0mb, 50ms, 100 packet queue size which have Red or AAQM
algorithm

Red: minThreash-5, maxThreash-15, w=0.002

AAQM: rate_ = 64k  bucket_ = 30000  qlen_ = 60

For each simulation we changed bandwidth size from default setting. we changed bandwidth from 1.0 M to 3.0M increasing 0.5 per each.

From trail 1, AAQM or RED begin to deal with congestion when queue length quickly increase to max queue length. We can see network transportsations in normal status before this time. Under figure 5.4, AAQM has longer time than RED in the below figure(first max queue time VS bandwidth ). In AAQM ,We estimate AAQM have enough tokens in bucket to use transportation at beginning. With transportation rate increase and tokens update ,Tokens and transported packets are in an active balance status. When this balance is broken, networks begin to congestion. Making use of well precongestion phases can increase the network transportation.
5.3 Trial 3

Default Setting:

bottleneck: 1.5mb, 20ms, 60 packet queue size which have Red or AAQM algorithm

Red: minThreash-20% of queueLimit, maxThreash-80%of queueLimit, w=0.002

AAQM: default

For each simulation we changed Max queue size from default setting. we changed Max queue size from 20 packets to 140 packets increasing 20 per each. AAQM has lower packet loss rate than RED in the below figure(max queue limit VS packet loss rate).

Next figure shows Goodput VS max buffer size(queue limit). Goodput is the ratio of the total number of nonduplicate packets received at all destinations per unit time to link capacity. If loss rate is p, total number of nonduplicate packet is node utilization * link
capacity * (1-p -p^2 -p^3 ...) = node utilization * link capacity * (1 -p). In next figure, Goodput was calculated from Goodput = node link utilization * (1-p). From below figure we can know AAQM has better Goodput than RED.

![figure 5-6 Goodput VS queue limit](image)

**figure 5-6 Goodput VS queue limit**

Below figure shows max buffer size(queue limit size) VS average queuing delay. AAQM have larger delay than RED. Because AAQM has lower loss rate and larger link utilization, it has slightly larger average queue size.

![figure 5-7 average queuing delay VS queue limit size](image)

**figure 5-7 average queuing delay VS queue limit size**
5.4 Trial 4

Default Setting:

bottleneck router: 10mb, 50ms, 100 packet queue size which have Red or AAQM algorithm

Red: minThreash-20% of queueLimit, maxThreash-80% of queueLimit, $w=0.002$

AAQM: default

FLOW: 25 FTPs with propagation delay uniformly distributed from 10ms to 160ms.

We have changed TCP flow numbers from default setting. we changed FTP flow number from 25 to 150 increasing 25 per each.

Below figure shows number of TCP session vs average packet loss rate. AAQM has low loss rate than RED.

![figure 5-8 number of TCP session vs average packet loss rate](image)

5.5 Trial 5

Default Setting:
bottleneck router: 10mb, 50ms, 100 packet queue size which have Red or AAQM algorithm

Red: minThreash-20% of queueLimit, maxThreash-80% of queueLimit, w=0.002

AAQM: default

FLOW: 100 FTPs with propagation delay uniformly distributed from 10ms to 160 ms.

For each simulation we changed Max queue size from default setting. we changed Max queue size from 20 packets to 140 packets increasing 20 per each.

AAQM has lower packet loss rate than RED in the smaller buffer size than 80 packet size.

![figure 5-9 queue limit VS packet loss rate](image)

Next figure shows Goodput VS max buffer size(queue limit). From below figure we can know AAQM has better Goodput than RED when buffer size is smaller than 80. This is owing to that AAQM maintain target queue size in spite of larger buffer size. So AAQM algorithm does not decrease loss probability when it maintain target queue size
even if it has larger buffer size.

figure 5-10 Goodput VS queue limit

Below figure shows max buffer size(queue limit size) VS average queuing delay. AAQM algorithm’s delay do not increase at certain degree. This is owing to that AAQM maintain target queue size in spite of larger buffer size. So AAQM algorithm does not decrease loss probability when it maintain target queue size even if it has larger buffer size.

figure 5-11 queue limit size VS average queuing delay
Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

In the present thesis I have analysed the RED and AAQM active queue management algorithm and verified how much effective mechanism is for congestion avoidance at the ns-2 simulator. The expected benefits derived from its employment have been evaluated by observing the effects produced on TCP service performance. Essentially my analysis is based on a comparative study between AAQM and RED mechanisms.

The main problem the TCP traffic have to face up to in such an environment is the heavy congestion simulated on the bottleneck router where the bandwidth is strictly limited. We have presented the RED algorithm and derived some guidelines in tuning its parameters. I have made an overview of Active Queue Management scheme mentioning several related studies and suggested AAQM which improves to RED mechanisms. In particular I have introduced ECN as one of the most promising techniques to be employed in combination with RED.

The first relevant result of my tests concerns the expected good AAQM results of network. Our experiments demonstrate that AAQM was shown to maintain a lower packet loss rate and lower delay as well as better goodput. The algorithm is robust and
The second result concerns the AAQM and RED issue of minimizing the number of packets dropped in the node. With regards to this aspect, RED fails since all our RED tests experience high rates of retransmitted packets. However the results show that even if RED discards the large number of packets retransmitted does not degrade the performance, resulting on the contrary in improved goodput for the network. I have observed that by starting to discard packets before the buffer queue overfills, RED prevents severe congestion states. It manages to absorb transient congestion, such the one caused by competing flows or by drastic reduction in the available bandwidth due to the arrival of higher priority traffic. The RED recovery phase has proved to be fast even though multiple segments are dropped. Especially if packets are lost in some critical moments, such as the connection ending. Packets are discarded in bursts and the recovery phase takes a long time. RED starts to discard early and randomly. The retransmitted packets are quickly acknowledged and avail of the SACK option. AAQM keeps the RED characteristic in minimizing the number of packets dropped. Using available tokens try to send out more packets than RED. This include the possible packets dropped by red marked, so AAQM has lower the number of packets dropped.

The third relevant result of our tests concerns the expected AAQM property of precongestion. Our experiments demonstrate that AAQM have enough tokens in bucket to use transportation at beginning. During transportation rate increasing and tokens updating, Tokens and transported packets are in an active balance status. When this
balance is broken, network begins to congestion phases. Making use of well precongestion phases can increase the network transportation.

The theory and experiments have demonstrated the ability of the AAQM algorithm to improve connection goodput and reduce packet loss. It is not our intention to claim that AAQM is optimal or better than RED, but our experiments show that it works for wide range of scenarios and provides good technique so that it can be perfected and deployed with RED implementations in the next generation Internet routers.

Future research is also needed to determine the optimum average queue size for maximizing throughput and minimizing delay for different network and traffic conditions. In my study we did not consider as performance metric the router queue length. It could be useful to develop a study to evaluate how aggressive the AAQM algorithm is and how much it is able to absorb and accommodate packets burst. On the other hand, AAQM is compared with other AQM algorithms such as BLUE, REM, GREEN.

Finally I can conclude that a deployment of the AAQM could make RED more attractive. By following this path of evolution RED will be able to provide advance warning of incipient congestion more efficiently and with less waste of resources.
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